Membership of Fair to Nature
There are two levels of farmer membership.
Foundation: Members who commit to meeting the Fair to
Nature Standard within five years
Full: Members who are meeting, or commit to meeting the Fair
to Nature Standard within two years
All Fair to Nature members will have biennial habitat
assessments. These visits look at the quality of the wildlife
habitats, their management and the benefits to wildlife. Fair to
Nature will provide any on-farm environmental advice needed.
Full members with a Fair to Nature supply contract will be
audited biennially. The audit will largely be a farm office-based
exercise and can take place at the same time as any verification
of other assurance schemes.
The Fair to Nature Standards (available separately) are in effect
the audit checklist. They detail the audit questions and actions
required by each member, including provision of appropriate
documentation and evidence.

Why consider Fair to Nature?
Many farmers and food producers are now working to address
the biodiversity and climate crises.
By dedicating areas for managed wildlife habitats, farmers are
not only continuing to provide high-quality, healthy and tasty
produce, but also plenty of space, shelter and food for wildlife
and measures to protect the environment.
Where Fair to Nature farmers have existing high-nature
habitats (e.g. blanket bog, chalk grassland, native woodland
planted since 1992), these areas can be managed as part of
the 10% Fair to Nature scheme.

Overall, the great thing about Fair to Nature is that farms can
deliver space for wildlife whilst maintaining profitability. With
more brands and products involved in the future, farmers will
have the chance to maximise on the returns for their produce.
And then there’s one more wonderful thing! Fair to Nature
farmers have the sheer enjoyment of seeing a significantly
higher number of bees and butterflies, birds and mammals
compared to neighbouring areas

What are the benefits of Fair to Nature?



Designed as deliverable through and a gateway to
government environmental support schemes



Access to Fair to Nature contracts (Full members) when
they become available with the potential for a premium
over market prices

If you would like to know more about Fair to Nature,
please get in touch with:



Habitats provide areas for beneficial pollinators and
predators of crop pests

Shelley Abbott
Mobile: 07525 805219
Email: shelley.abbott@rspb.org.uk



Practical guidance and training with biennial habitat
advice assessments on the farm, regional updates and
regular newsletter

Twitter: @FairtoNature
Facebook: facebook.com/Fairtonature



Knowledge transfer and support with other Fair to
Nature members.

Why is biodiversity important?
A vibrant countryside teeming with the sights and sounds of
wildlife is a rich experience.
The complex web of relationships in nature means that each
creature and plant is reliant on the next for survival, and the
whole system rests on a healthy environment.
A diversity of nature is not only special, but important. It’s vital
for our health and wellbeing, and key for our survival. Many
creatures contribute directly to the successful production of
food for humans. For example, wild bees and hoverflies pollinate
many crops and help to ensure a healthy yield.

A countryside full of life and colour is not only a wonderful place
to be, it’s a demonstration of our ability to live in harmony with
nature and an indication of the health of our planet.

What is Fair to Nature?
Fair to Nature is the only UK farm scheme to deliver the scale of
land management wildlife requires to thrive. Operated by the
RSPB since 2017, Fair to Nature provides the ‘gold standard’
hallmark for nature-friendly farmers.
The scheme was originally set up by Bill Jordan in 1989 as
Conservation Grade. Separated from Jordans Cereals in 2009, Fair
to Nature expanded to other brands, such as Allinson’s flour and
RSPB bird seed. In 2019, the scheme was approved by Marks &
Spencer as a ‘Plan A’ attribute for its suppliers, such as G’s Fresh:

How does Fair to Nature work?
Fair to Nature is designed to deliver the highest level of
biodiversity through habitat and farm management. Fair to
Nature farmers create and/or actively manage a range of
high-quality wildlife habitats, as well as managing their soils
and inputs in ways supportive of nature.
Fair to Nature farmers dedicate at least 10% of their farmed
land (including areas difficult to farm productively) to
managed habitats, which have been scientifically proven to
reverse wildlife declines:
4% flower rich habitats (minimum)
2% seed rich habitats (minimum)
1% wildlife-rich boundaries & margins
One wet feature (c25m2 ) per 100ha

“M&S has adopted the Fair to Nature standard as a way of
driving best practice, appreciating how biodiversity needs to be
tackled alongside soil health and water management. G’s Fresh
has embraced Fair to Nature as a way to deliver a balanced
ecosystem and help a whole suite of farmland species.”
Stewart McIntyre, G’s Fresh
There are currently c20,000 hectares of Fair to Nature certified
farmland, delivering bird seed, grain and other certified products
such as lavender, salads and rape oil.
Fair to Nature began as an arable initiative. Working with the
Nature Friendly Farmer Network and others, the Fair to Nature
Standard can now be used across the UK
farming sector.

What are the key features of Fair to Nature?




Management of at least 10% of land for biodiversity
Covers all farm types: livestock, dairy, cereals, mixed
cropping and horticultural



Covers conventional and organic systems and
designed to fit with UK agri-environment schemes



Supports regenerative agriculture practices through
the inclusion of farm management plans for:

Carbon reduction

Water protection and minimal use

Soil husbandry e.g. soil organic matter

Nutrient management e.g. inorganic N
fertilisers

Livestock husbandry and sustainable feed

Progressive Integrated Pest Management to
minimise pesticide use



Provides a funding mechanism for suppliers/brands/
retailers to support nature and planet-friendly
produce.

